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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- The 2017 Thai constitution calls for the preparation of a legally binding “national strategy”.

- In October 2018, the National Council for Peace and Order government published Thailand’s 2018-2037 National Strategy.

- Numerous passages in the National Strategy concern provincial Thailand. Together, they offer two complementary visions of the place of the provinces in the country’s future.

- One vision centres on the construction of a “commercial nation”. The other prescribes a quasi-integralist regime of depoliticized “community democracy”, with no apparent meaningful role for political parties or for politicians.

- These visions and the National Strategy more generally come in a long and checkered tradition of metropolitan efforts to structure and thus dominate provincial Thailand.

- While the uses to which the new government of Prime Minister Prayut Chan-ocha or other actors will put the 2018-2037 National Strategy remain unclear, the visions of provincial Thailand articulated in the document embody the thinking and priorities of a significant segment of Thai society and of important interests in the country.

* Coordinator, Thailand Studies Programme, ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute.
INTRODUCTION

Thailand’s 2017 constitution introduced a poorly understood innovation into the country’s politics and governance. Drafted under the auspices of the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) junta that seized power in Bangkok in May 2014, the charter refers in its preamble to a “national strategy” (yutthasat chat). Various of its sections specify that the goal of this strategy is “sustainable development of the country in accordance with the principles of good governance”, that the strategy will serve as a framework for other plans consistent with that goal, and that draft government budgets must demonstrate alignment with the strategy. Further, new governments’ policy statements must accord with the strategy, and the Senate is to monitor compliance with it.

By means of royal decree signed by NCPO head and Prime Minister General Prayut Chan-o-cha and issued on 8 October 2018, the Bangkok government unveiled the twenty-year National Strategy, covering 2018-2037, five days later. The decree repeated the language in the constitution concerning the purpose of the strategy. The 72-page text of the strategy was appended to the decree.

In its introduction, Thailand’s first ever National Strategy spells out a “vision for Thailand in 2037” (wisaithat prathet thai 2580). This vision is of a Thailand that “has security, prosperity, and sustainability, and is a country that has fully developed by means of development according to the philosophy of sufficiency economy”. The opening paragraphs of that introduction note that the sources of “conflict over ideas and ideals in Thailand lie in inequality, a lack of confidence in legal processes, and political instability”. They state that differences in the delivery of services across areas of the country are a factor in the persistent problem of inequality.

Notwithstanding this attention to the geographical dimension of inequality, to its consequences, and to the turmoil that the NCPO junta ostensibly took power to end, none of the six substantive sections of the National Strategy has provincial Thailand or sub-national concerns as its primary focus. Thailand’s twenty-year National Strategy is, that is, truly national in scope and purpose.

The substantive sections of the National Strategy concern security, competitiveness, human resources, opportunity and social equality, environmentally-friendly growth and quality of life, and the “rebalancing” (kanprap somdun) and development of state administration. Those sections are studded with such buzzwords of our times as “innovation” (nawattakam), “big data” (khomun khanat yai), “social enterprise” (wisahakit phuea sangkhom), “social capital” (thun thangsangkhom), “cultural capital” (thun thangwatthanatham), “multicultural society” (sangkhom phahuwatthanatham), “value chains” (huangso munlakha), “ecosystems” (rabopniwet), and “digital age” (yuk dichithan); the first of these terms alone occurs 67 times in the 72-page document.

Its use of trendy argot notwithstanding, the National Strategy does grapple with the problem that has been central not only to Thai politics during the past decade and a half but also to Thai history during the past century and a half. This problem is the failure of powerful actors
in the great primate city of Bangkok to understand that city’s provincial hinterlands, even as they have sought to structure and thus to dominate those hinterlands.

The National Strategy offers two visions for the place of the provinces in the Thailand of the decades ahead. The first suggests a programme of administrative reform and measures to stimulate economic activity. These measures are to promote Thailand’s emergence as a “commercial nation”. The second vision mandates a regime centred on “communities” and conducive to the depoliticization\(^\text{10}\) and subordination of provincial society. These visions are complementary.

PROVINCES OF A COMMERCIAL NATION

The National Strategy both argues that the state administration must be a leading driver of the country’s development strategy and commits Thailand to having a smaller state.\(^\text{11}\) Courting controversy from traditionalists, it affirms that there is nothing sacrosanct about the current structure and organization of the Thai state. The historical and continuing role of that state as an instrument of internal colonization means that this affirmation has clear implications for provincial Thailand.

Noting concern over conditions in the agricultural and rural sectors, the section of the National Strategy on opportunity and social equality opens with a discussion of the movement of labour into the industrial and service sectors of just a few large cities. It refers to the implications of this movement for the structure of the family and its effects on economic stability and national security. It programmes the fostering of new nodes of prosperity to create employment and thus both to bring local economic development and to revive the social structure (phlikfuen khrogsang thangsangkhom) of the country and above all of its rural areas.\(^\text{12}\)

In pursuit of these objectives, the same section of the document calls for the preparation of social and development plans for “groups” or clusters of provinces (klum changwat).\(^\text{13}\) It refers to modification of territorial administration to empower administration at the levels of regions and of clusters of provinces.\(^\text{14}\) Within these clusters, core provinces (changwat lak) will enjoy enhanced administrative capabilities and powers and ensure that secondary provinces (changwat rong) develop in tandem with those core provinces. The envisioned development will lie in the areas of infrastructure, public utilities, sources of water and employment, and industry.\(^\text{15}\)

While bespeaking a willingness to step away from the idea that Thailand’s 76 provinces are administratively and functionally equal, the treatment in the National Strategy of clusters of provinces remains impressionistic. The introduction to the document refers to the need to devolve authority and responsibility to local instruments of the state, as a component of the strategy for promoting opportunity and equality.\(^\text{16}\) But this devolution is not a significant thrust of the National Strategy. It is noteworthy that the document’s discussion of clusters of provinces omits mention of local administrative organs, let alone of elections either for those organs’ chairmen and councils or for provincial governors. With two exceptions, the
second discussed in the following section of this essay, roles for sub-national elites does not figure in the National Strategy.

The first of those exceptions reflects the goal of making Thailand an “entrepreneurial society” (sangkhom phuprakopkan). The National Strategy mandates the creation of opportunities for entrepreneurs. It calls for developing their skills and giving them a role in realizing the value of natural resources and of cultural and social capital at the local level and at the level of clusters of provinces.

The discussion of those priorities occurs in the section of the National Strategy focused on opportunity and equality. Much of the content of the section on building Thailand’s competitiveness also concerns the provinces. That section affirms the role of the special economic zones (khet setthakit phiset) in spreading prosperity to, raising incomes in, and improving the quality of life in the regions. In addition to the NCPO’s pet Eastern Economic Corridor project, whose relevance to bringing economic activities to less prosperous areas of the country is not evident, the section mentions special economic zones in the West and other regions of Thailand.

The section of the National Strategy on competitiveness goes on to prescribe the development of economic centres and centres of innovation in parallel with those in Bangkok and surrounding areas. Cities are to have specialized roles — promoting agricultural, industrial, and service clusters and ecosystems for innovation in which regional universities play significant roles. Located in important provinces, these cities will have both regional functions and linkages with other cities and with Thailand’s neighbours. In addition to fostering economic activity in areas removed from the country’s primate city, these initiatives are intended both to see the emergence of “creative cities” (mueang sangsan) as drivers of the economy and to allow provinces to exploit their respective advantages.

Agriculture has long dominated the economic life of the Thai provinces. The treatment of the farm sector in the National Strategy thus bears directly on the place of the provinces in the document and in its vision for the country. The section of the document on competitiveness advances a series of prescriptions intended to increase value-added in the sector. These prescriptions include promoting branding and standardization of agricultural produce identified with particular localities, along with processing that produce into quality goods for national and international markets. They also specify the promotion of organic farming and the application of innovation and technology to create “intelligent farms” (farm atchariya). This discussion seems to offer little encouragement to the smallholder who has long been the backbone of Thai agriculture. In contrast, much in the National Strategy’s treatment of the farm sector is likely to appeal to large concerns like the Charoen Pokphand (CP) agribusiness conglomerate or Mitr Phol Sugar. Each of these concerns is in fact a partner in the “pracharat” initiatives launched by the NCPO government and in what Prajak Kongkirati and Veerayooth Kanchoochat label those initiatives’ model of “hierarchical capitalism”. At the core of that model lies the subordination to large Bangkok business groups of smaller-scale firms and other economic actors in a wide range of sectors. These latter firms and actors include what Prajak and Veerayooth term “local enterprises” and
“rural entrepreneurs”.25 We must understand with this in mind the National Strategy’s mandates for assistance to entrepreneurs and for the creation of an entrepreneurial society. For one might also label the sub-contractor an “entrepreneur”.

Prajak and Veerayooth note that the promotion of tourism, including agricultural tourism, comes under the umbrella of pracharat.26 That National Strategy emphasizes that sector, too. Insofar as that emphasis relates to provincial Thailand, the document programmes the promotion of tourism according to localities’ specific potentials, including tourism focused on conservationism, Buddhism, agriculture, and “community ways” (withi chumchon).27

Several passages near the end of the National Strategy’s section on competitiveness refer to the goal of Thailand becoming a chat kankha — a “trading nation” or “commercial nation”.28 Apprehension of this goal informs the promises of clusters of provinces, special economic zones, innovation-focused cities, and high-technology agriculture that mark the document’s vision of provincial Thailand and of its place in the national hierarchy. This programme for the provinces requires a sound socio-political base. The National Strategy leaves no room for doubt about the form that that base is meant to take.

COMMUNITY DEMOCRACY FOR THE HINTERLANDS

The reference to community in the National Strategy’s discussion of tourism is not casual. If the repeated invocations of innovation in the document make it a relic of the half-decade that has produced it, the 98 mentions of “community” or “communities” (chumchon) point to something more fundamental. They affirm an established depoliticizing, quasi-integralist, vision of the relationship between state and society in Thailand — above all provincial Thailand.

References to community occur in all sections of the National Strategy. Their ubiquity reflects the status of communities not only as the foundational units in the conception of Thailand’s socio-political hierarchy and structure in the document. But it also makes clear their status as indispensable vehicles for the realization of an altogether rather astonishing range of its goals.29

“Community” is an ambiguous term: to what, we must then ask, does the National Strategy actually refer with its invocations of community or communities? The document draws distinctions between cities (mueang) and communities30 and between the central level (radap suanklang) and the community level.31 It refers repeatedly to local communities (chumchon thongthin).32 As these distinctions and references reveal, the National Strategy takes communities as the basic units of provincial-cum-rural society in Thailand.33 This understanding of that society is purposeful rather than merely ethnographic. The programmed revival of the social structure — rural and therefore in effect national — noted above has a goal.

Central to that goal is strong and self-reliant communities34 that will serve as the basis of a regime of “community democracy” (prachathippatai chumchon), grounded in consensus.
This regime will reduce conflict and make reconciliation (khwamsamannachan) possible.35
The Thai state is purportedly to have only an advisory role (pen thiprueksan) in relation to
community democracy,36 as the National Strategy stresses the importance of developing
leaders to advance its objectives at the community level.37 It assigns no role to provincial
social or political elites at levels beyond that of the community in serving as intermediaries
between state and citizen, or state and society. It demarcates the community as the salient
arena of provincial Thais’ concerns, the appropriate sphere of their civic participation. For
the regime of community democracy will address real needs or wants (khwamtongkan thi
thaeching)38 — in ways, implicitly, that such other possible intermediators or integrative
actors as elected members of local government bodies, putatively venal participants in
Thailand’s disorderly parliamentary politics, and political parties cannot.39

Craig Reynolds argues that “‘community’ belongs to the history of the structuring of village
society by the state” in Thailand since the middle of the twentieth century.40 He notes the
“demonstrable counter-insurgency functions” of “community development” — “a strategy
for drawing villages and villagers closer to the sovereign government in order to keep them
out of the hands of insurgents or communists”.41 Or, one might add today, the hands of
politicians and political parties. Rather than capturing something organic, official recourse
to the idea of community signals integrative, penetrative and depoliticizing imperatives —
with a focus on social spheres that “historically eluded the attentions of government”42 and
over which the government or the state must deny other actors influence or control.

The National Strategy is silent on the question of which organs of the state will take the lead
in penetrating communities, “advising” them and fostering the integrative regime of
community democracy. Neither of its references to the Army’s Internal Security Operations
Command (ISOC)43 relates to communities or to community democracy. Nevertheless, the
ISOC’s central role in what Puangthong Pawakapan terms the “integration of socio-politico-
economic development into the counter-insurgency strategy of the Thai armed forces”44 in
the past is a perfect match with the demands of realizing the community democracy
programmed by the National Strategy for the present and near-term future. Puangthong
emphasizes the ISOC’s record of attention to rural Thailand, the command’s transition
“from counter-insurgency to counter-democracy” activities45 in the decades from the end of
the armed insurgency of the Communist Party of Thailand in the mid-1980s through the era
of the NCPO, and its ideological role. Observers of efforts to implement the National
Strategy as it applies to provincial Thailand will do well to consider the ISOC’s participation
in that implementation.

CONCLUSION

Journalistic coverage of Thailand’s 2018-2037 National Strategy has focused on the
possibility that military and other elites will use it to limit elected governments’ freedom of
action.46 With Prime Minister Prayut presiding over a cabinet in which six parties hold seats,
the possibility has now arisen that he will in fact use it to constrain his own ministers as
they try to act in accordance with their own or their parties’ interests and priorities.47
But to view the National Strategy exclusively as shackles is to ignore its substance. The document has a grab-bag feel to it. This does not mean, however, that it is incoherent. In its treatment of provincial Thailand, it articulates a pair of clear and complementary visions. One of these visions promotes the interests of business and commerce, interests given such priority that the National Strategy envisions the adjustment of long-established structures of provincial administration. The other prescribes a regime of quasi-integralist depoliticization following principles rooted in the Thai state’s and military’s experience of counter-insurgency. As prescribed today, that latter regime serves purposes as much economic as political. Not only is it meant to undercut democratic politics as a form of intermediation between state and citizen or state and society. But it also represents a formula for quiescence and subordination in the face of the further empowerment of the metropolitan business sector. Those outcomes will keep the hinterlands safe for hierarchical capitalism. It is in this regard that the paired visions for provincial Thailand in the National Strategy complement each other.

Grand visions rarely come to fruition. Thailand’s modern history has demonstrated that its provinces — and their elites — have wills of their own. Despite its continuing efforts, Bangkok has never been their master. Today, their growing social, political, and economic complexity means that attempts at mastery of the provinces such as those mandated in the National Strategy look especially futile.

Many well informed Thais have only a vague awareness of the existence of their country’s first National Strategy. One is hard-pressed to find anyone who has read it, even among prominent students of Thai politics. Perhaps elements in power in Bangkok will forget the document and its multitude of goals. Or it may serve as a scrap of paper for government officials and others to wave in demonstrations of fealty to the prevailing order, with little actual reference to its content.48

Nonetheless, the economic and other interests that the visions of provincial Thailand in the National Strategy promote are both real and powerful. Similarly, and as Bangkok voters’ and others’ support for the pro-junta Phalang Pracharat Party49 in the elections of last March illustrated, an appetite for authoritarianism endures in Thai society. “Local community” has, as a basis for understanding provincial Thailand, long been an absurdity. As a tool of attempted political control, it may have more purchase. Scrutiny of the National Strategy yields insight into the latest round in the efforts of powerful actors in Thailand to forge an understanding of the provincial reaches of their country, and to employ that understanding to dominate those reaches.
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